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Abstract

There is a lack of research on effect of cultural and social issues on the role of software architect despite various evidences of their impact on software development. This study analyzed software architects and other software engineering professionals to assess their role in the social and cultural context of Pakistani software industry. The results suggest that majority of professionals perform various task not in their designated responsibilities. In turn this affects their performance. In addition time allocation for architecture development seem not to be affected with the use of architecture development tools which is opposite of developed countries. An alignment was found with the literature in the context that designated architect allocated more time for architecture development as compared to other professionals involved in architecture development. Similarly the perceptions of all those involved in architecture development seem not to affect time allocation of architecture development. Overall, the lack of designated architects in software projects led to under standard software projects a trend which needs to be changed.
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Introduction

Indubitably computer software is playing a vital and distinctive role for human ease in approximately all the fields. From science to art and business domains, one will for sure find them replete with software stuff. Software has helped in the ascension of automation, which is an inevitable proof of its role and importance in human life. Software development is categorized into various phases. The common phases in all software development cycles are: 1- Vision 2-Definition 3-Development 4-Maintenance. The basic aim of every project remains the maximum profit which is subjected to the customer satisfaction. And to handle the customer and system’s requirements, software engineering discipline has sufficient number of solutions; software architecture is also one of them. It does not only help in requirement gathering and rectification but also led to understanding the whole system at a glance before it is developed.

Bass et al defined software architecture as: “The software architecture of a system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them”.

Architecture plays a significant role in software engineering processes. It’s one of the few frameworks which help to develop efficient software at a minimum cost. Software architecture establishes communication among the stakeholders and it helps in accurate requirement gathering. Therefore an accurate architecture guarantees the success of the system; whereas a wrong architecture or the absence of architecture could lead to the collapse of a software project. The architecture of the system helps in an insight view of the quality of the system in early stages of the project. The importance of the software architecture provides evidence for the significance of the role of software architects.

The architect’s role is the most challenging in any software project. An architect could be a person, team or organization that architects the system architecture. The very basic motivation of a software architect is to develop architecture for system, however additionally a software architect plays many other important roles in the life cycle of a software project. A software architect understands the development process, has the business domain knowledge, and so, analysis and programming skills are the part of architect’s toolkit. An architect is a good communicator, who is aware of the organizational politics and plays important role in decision making during the project. An architect plays the role of a catalyst to enhance the communication, and develop understanding between clients and developers. Although software architects are not project managers but an architect is considered to be a technical leader of software project, as in all the technical decisions the architect’s participations is must.

Though, software architect has professional skills to carry on software projects, however it seems that cultural and social aspects also play an important part in his/her professional work. There is significant research on the role of architects in software projects as mentioned above, there is no known research directly related to social and cultural issues and their relation with architects and development of architecture. Various standards for the development of the software as well as architecture do
exist but culture of software development is discrete at different geographical locations\textsuperscript{13,14}.

There is much research on social and cultural aspects as well as their impact on different characteristics of individuals. For example culture exercised in public sector firms is different than private sector firms, which do impact the performance of individuals’ involved\textsuperscript{15}. People working in the culture of private enterprises may be more efficient than those working in the public sector culture\textsuperscript{16}. University teachers having same experience in academic background but working for different universities having different culture of HR (Human Resource) performs completely differently with respect to performance\textsuperscript{17}. Social and cultural aspects that affect different jobs also affect software development.

Software development process varies according to the size and complexity of the software being developed\textsuperscript{1}. The software process and the role of people involved may also be different because of social and cultural norms of software companies over different geographical locations\textsuperscript{18}. Specifically in GSD (Global Software Development), the issue of cultural differences could be emphasized\textsuperscript{14}. Various phases of software development process are affected by the social and cultural differences\textsuperscript{18,19,14}. One of the examples includes the way the software development standards are followed.

Companies in developing countries cannot afford to follow standards that are exercised in software companies of developed countries. The reason of unaffordability is the lack of relevant professionals and standard tools\textsuperscript{13,20,14}. Pakistan is also a developing country. It is therefore, presumed that Pakistan is also practicing software development according to its requirements rather than following standards. Therefore, an assumption is also made about Pakistani software industry that IT professionals perform tasks different from the roles they are currently hired on. This might also be therefore affecting the development of software architecture. In addition, software architect may also be performing other tasks or the roles that are not part of his job description. On the other hand professionals with job designations other than architect might be performing the role of architect in these settings.

Various hypotheses are therefore formulated to highlight the role of software architects in Pakistani software industry. The next section will discuss the process of hypothesis formulation forming bases for this research. Experimental section will follow hypotheses formulation section which will be followed by the analysis section. The last section will discuss the conclusions, limitations and possibilities for the future research arising from this research.

**Hypothesis**

**Hypothesis 1:** As discussed earlier, the multiplicity of the software architect’s skills indicates his involvement in other development activities. It is assumed that in most software companies not following the standard software development life cycle, the architect’s role is performed by an experienced analyst, programmer or a team lead. As, there is mostly no designated architect to develop software architecture, one of the skilled and experienced programmers, analyst or other team member develops the architecture. This leads to our first hypothesis:

\[ H_0^1: \text{In Pakistani software companies, less than 20\% professionals play a designated architect role.} \]

**Hypothesis 2:** Tools and techniques play an important role for almost every hectic activity of software development \textsuperscript{9}. For software engineering in general and for architecture development in particular, there are number of tools and techniques to make the process swift\textsuperscript{22}. These tools and techniques significantly reduce development time\textsuperscript{23} as well as help to build quality software\textsuperscript{24}. Therefore, it is presumed that people performing the role of software architect and are also using some tool in architecture development will allocate lesser time in architecture development. The hypothesis follows as:

\[ H_0^2: \text{The use of standard tools and techniques does not result in lower time allocation for architecture development in Pakistani software industry as is the case globally.} \]

**Hypothesis 3:** The importance of architecture discussed earlier in “introduction” part indicates that architecture development requires significant amount of time. Software architect must allocate half of his time to develop architecture\textsuperscript{25}. It was also narrated that very few individuals directly are designated as architects and mostly professionals as performers of other important activities play role of architect as well. These undesignated software architects might allocate lesser time for development of architecture as architecture development is not their primary concern.

\[ H_0^3: \text{The designated architect allocates less time to the architecture development} \]

**Hypothesis 4:** It is widely accepted notion that, whenever it comes to something technical, experts of the field are the best to solve the problem. Experts are people with related professional knowledge. However, as we have assumed that in Pakistani software industry, mostly there are no architects to develop
architecture, Professionals acting as architects might consume less time on architecture development. This might result in speedy development of architecture but as a tradeoff results are of low quality software. This led us to form our fourth hypothesis:

**H⁴**: Professional knowledge related to software architecture results in higher percentage of time allocation to the development of architecture as compared to those who do not have professional knowledge related to architecture development.

**H⁴**: There is no significant difference between the allocation of time for architecture development between professionals with or without professional knowledge of architecture development.

**Hypothesis 5**: Again, it is general observation that experts of any domain are best problem solver. However a person designated as an architect not necessarily have the core professional knowledge of architecture development. Therefore architecture development might be much enhanced if the architect (Designated or not) have this core professional knowledge. These experts (people having related professional knowledge) therefore tend to follow standards as compared to professional without this core knowledge. This led us to develop the following hypothesis:

**H⁵**: Professionals developing architecture follow standards if they have core knowledge as compared to those who do not have architecture professional knowledge.

**H⁶**: There is no difference in following the architecture standards while developing architecture between professionals having core architecture knowledge and no core architecture knowledge.

**Hypothesis 6**: It was discussed earlier that software architects perform activities other than their primary role as well. This results into two possibilities in the context of Pakistani software industry: 1) the primary role of the architect is to develop architecture and secondary role is to help other professionals or to carry on other professional duties as is expected from the software architect 2) The professional with the professional roles other than an architect might also likely to carry on duties of an architect. This argument helps us to formulate following hypothesis:

**H⁶**: People performing basic role as architect with other responsibilities produce standard architectures as compared to those performing role of architect as secondary role.

**H⁶**: There is no difference in production of standard architecture between people performing basic role as architect as compared to those performing role of architect as secondary role.

**Data collection and preparation**: Different set of questions were prepared to collect the required data and to know the perception of different IT professionals working in Pakistani software houses in context of architecture design and development. Both hard and soft forms of questionnaires were prepared and a consent form was attached with both the versions to know about the willingness of the participants. The web version of the questionnaire was prepared to target large number of people easily. The data was collected from different software companies of various cities of Pakistan.

For hypothesis 1, two questions were asked such as, what is your basic role in the company? And does your company have a designated software architect? With choices provided Yes, No or don’t know.

For hypothesis 2, a question was asked from the participants that whether they follow standard tools and techniques to develop architecture? They were given the choice to select from three options: Yes, No and Don’t Know respectively.

For hypothesis 3, two questions were asked e.g. whether they have Designated architect in their projects having choices of: Yes, No and don’t know and what percentage of time do they allocate for the architecture development?

For hypothesis 4, again two questions were asked that whether, the architecture developers have any professional knowledge of developing it? And what percentage of time do they allocate for architecture development.

For hypothesis 5, three questions were asked: Are they designated architects? Do they have professional knowledge for architecture development? And what they think whether architect with professional knowledge develop better architecture? Yes, No, Don’t know, were the options provided.

For hypothesis 6, two question were asked, such as, what basic role the participant are performing? And Do they think that they are developing architecture according to standards or not?

**Participants**: A total of 36 participants from the field participated in this study. The participants’ average age was 30 years. Their age ranged from 24 to 37 years. The participants were somehow responsible for developing architecture. The mean of participants’ software development experience was 6.24 years ranged from 9 months to 12 years.

**Results and Discussion**

**Hypothesis 1**: A two tailed non-parametric binomial test was conducted on the categorized (Designated as architect or not an architect) basic role of the software professionals in a software project. The results showed that less than 20% of professionals perform key and designated role of architecture development with the job description of architect in various software
companies of Pakistan. Rest of professionals play roles other than architect and yet contribute in development of architecture in various ways. Thus, the result also rejected the null hypothesis with ($p<0.001$). This also implies that Pakistani software companies currently are not focusing on hiring the specialized architects to develop architectures of the projects.

**Hypothesis 2:** With respect to use of tools in architecture development, simple statistics reveal that about 47% followed standard tool and techniques to develop architecture, 45% did not follow standard tool and techniques and 8% stated that they don’t know about any tool and techniques for architecture development. The participants who didn’t know about standard tools and techniques for architecture (n=3) were excluded from analysis. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was carried out by taking ‘percentage of time allocated to architecture development’ as Dependent variable and the categorical variable “The use of standard tool and techniques for architecture development” as independent variable. The results revealed that there is no significant difference ($F(1,32) = 0.3, p = 0.6$) between those who use standard tools and those who do not on the percentage of time allocation for architecture development. In other words professionals allocate architecture development time without taking into consideration that they are going to use tools or not.

**Hypothesis 3:** For the purpose of testing hypothesis 3, the variables ‘basic role of the professional’ was further categorized in two categories (Architect, and Non Architect). A one way ANOVA was carried on by take ‘percentage of time allocated to architecture development’ as dependent variable and the categorical variable mentioned as independent variable. The results revealed that there is no significant relation between the participants’ basic role and their perception that they have developed a standard software. This may indicate that these professional having professional knowledge of architecture development can think in more depth about architecture and thus even missing smaller portions of standards might let them to think that there architecture is not according to the standards.

**Hypothesis 4:** A one way ANOVA was carried on with the time allocated for the architecture as dependent variables and ‘professional knowledge to develop architecture’ as independent variable. Results indicated that professionals with the thought that they have professional knowledge to develop architecture do not differ significantly ($F(1,35)=0.33, p = 0.57$)) in term of allocation of time to architecture development from the professionals who doesn’t think that they have such knowledge. Thus alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected.

**Hypothesis 5:** A Chi square analysis was carried on between two categorized variables: Participants professional knowledge of architecture (Yes/No) vs. their perception that they develop standard architecture. Results showed that there is a significant relation ($c^2(1,36) = 21.9, p<0.01$) between the participants professional knowledge of architecture development and their perception that they have developed a standard software architecture after the completion of the software project. A detailed analysis showed that majority of participants (72%) despite indicating that they do not have professional knowledge to develop architecture perceived that they have developed standard architecture. However, from the rest of the participants who indicated that they do have professional knowledge to develop architecture, 70% thought that their developed architecture is not according to standards. This may indicate that these professional having professional knowledge of architecture development can think in more depth about architecture and thus even missing smaller portions of standards might let them to think that there architecture is not according to the standards.

**Hypothesis 6:** A Chi Square analysis carried on showed that there is no significant relation between the participants’ basic role and their perception that they have developed a standard architecture. However, among those who were not performing basic role of architect, 78% think that their architecture is a standard architecture and rest think otherwise. Among those who were performing basic role of architect and designers, 89% categorized their developed architecture as standard architecture and rest indicated otherwise.

**Conclusion**

Complex software related to social networking software$^{28}$ Distributed transactions processing$^{29}$, Knowledge management$^{30}$ as well as usage of data mining in e-commerce systems$^{31}$ are propelling which are now mostly rooted in south Asian countries. In this paper the role of the software architect is taken into consideration in the context of Pakistani (A south Asian country) software industry. The results suggest that there is a need to focus on the architectural aspects of software projects. In addition no significant difference was found between those who use standard tools and those who do not based on the percentage of time allocation for architecture development. Research like$^{26}$ states that use of tools reduces the architectural development time. This study was unable to replicate these results. This means that participants were not well trained to use these tools and thus uses of these tools were not effective. This implies that there is need to design training sessions for software engineers and architects for effective utilization of these tools.

Results also showed a trend that designated architects allocate more time for software architecture development as compared to non-architects. Architects allocate more time to architecture development to form strong bases for quality oriented functional software$^{27}$. This result therefore suggests that designated architects might be able to improvise architecture development for quality software production in Pakistani software industry.

Results also suggest that there should be an increased role of a designated architect in software projects. Professionals with the
In addition there was no significant relation between the participants’ basic role and their perception that they have developed a standard architecture was found. There is obvious reason than professional think they are performing to the best of their abilities however, professional architects are more inclined toward the thinking their developed architecture is standard one (89%) as compared to those who are not performing basic role of architect (78%).

Like all empirical researches there are also some limitations in this empirical study. This research is based on the perceptions of the participants’ rather practical observations. Perception of different people for same domain could vary. Some practical observations about the architecture development process in organizations could have increased the strength of findings. However, code and architecture is seen by organizations as of very private nature and thus very difficult to obtain for analysis purposes.

The role of architect, importance of architecture and social and cultural influences of software development are well known topics in the realm of research publications, but the social and cultural aspects of software architecting are rarely discussed. This research provided a base to learn about its social and cultural impacts but still is not complete at all in many ways. For example there is a need to focus on practical observations of architectures developed both locally and internationally for effective comparison of cultural differences in architecture development.
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